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Justin Slater Wins Fourth WCC Title
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From the Tavistock Gazette, June 2018
courtesy of Bill Gladding

Never count out a champion. The 20th
Annual World Crokinole Championship
competitive final saw two former, multiple
winners go head-to-head to decide the
title.
Justin Slater came back from a 4-0
deficit to defeat two-time champion Jon
Conrad (2012-2013) and win this year’s
championship and his fourth World
Crokinole title (2010-2015-2016-2018).
This matches Brian Cook who also has
four titles (2007-2008-2009-2014).
“I had the confidence,” Justin said after
winning the championship round and taking
home the $1,000 first prize. Throughout the
top 16 round robin playoff, “others seemed
nervous,” he added. Then, down two games
to none against Jon Conrad, Justin was able
to muster up a win on a shot across the
centre onto the back side of the board. “It
was a tough shot,” he said. “I took a minute
to gather my thoughts, but afterwards, I felt
really calm.” The final round saw Jon start
with the hammer, but missed his first 20.
Justin replied with 8 consecutive 20’s and
won even though Jon managed 7 straight
20’s of his own.
Saturday night’s final was a repeat of the
championship round six years ago when
Jon Conrad won his first championship by
defeating Justin in the last round.
Justin is currently working as a biostatistician at the Institute for Clinical
Evaluative Sciences in London.
The Beierling brothers placed third and
fourth in this year’s competitive final.
Ray was third and Jason was fourth out of

Adult Singles Champion: Justin Slater (photo credit Bill Gladding)

the 16 finalists who played a round robin
playoff to come up with the top four.
This year was the 20th anniversary of
the competition with the highest number
of entrants in the history of the event.
Registration showed 591 players in this
year’s competition as opposed to 278 the
first year, 1999, when Derek Kidnie of
Kitchener was named the first winner. This
year also marked the most number of tables
in play at one time, 120. The most boards
previously was 100 and the committee had
to work hard during the final week before
the competition to access tables, boards
and buttons.
Players coming the farthest away in Canada
were first time entrants Wayne and Betty

Hann from Corner Brook, Newfoundland.
Another dozen entries came from Prince
Edward Island, headed by David Younker,
who also brought along two binders of
memorabilia to share with the committee.
There were also 27 entrants from 9 different
states in the U.S. Players represented
Connecticut, Virginia, New York, Ohio,
Massachusetts,
Colorado,
Michigan,
Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Last year’s winner, Robert Bonnett of
Wingham, was the first to register for this
year’s competition, however, although
he finished 14th overall in the qualifying
round out of 82 players, he was unable to
make it into the top four.

You’re Invited to Attend

The World Crokinole Championship
Committee Annual Meeting:
Monday Oct. 21, 7pm
Tavistock and District Recreation Centre
The Committee is in need of more volunteers ideas and feedback

Beierlings Show Off Championship Form at Inaugural US Open
Submitted by: Andrew Hutchinson

Throughout the day all eyes were on the 2
Canadian teams, both as a measuring stick
to judge ones own level of play, and as a
potential finals match. And although there
were some close calls along the way, in
the end the Protractor and Angles team of
Jason and Ray Beierling faced off against
The Canadian Cue Balls of Jeremy Tracey
and Andrew Hutchinson in what seemed
like a dream match up. However, when
push came to shove, the Beierling brothers
played the best crokinole when it mattered
and brought the first US Open Doubles
Crokinole championship home.
Although
the
Beierlings
emerged
victorious, perhaps the greatest success
was the tournament itself. Considering that
around a year and a half ago the host Extra
Pint Crokinole Club didn’t exist, nor had
any of the members even heard of the game,
it is amazing that they were able to run such
a world class tournament. Neither the club
nor the tournament would have ever came
to be if the founder, Jason Molloy, hadn’t
clicked on one of the suggested videos (a
CrokinoleCentre video) while watching
disc golf videos on YouTube. Like so
many others, Jason wondered what this
game was, but was also intrigued enough
to buy a board and introduce it to some
of his friends. Those friends started to
share the good news of crokinole with
other friends, and before long there were
8 players playing doubles around 2 boards
all crowded into Jason’s shed. And thus the

US Open Final table at the Indian Ladder
Farms Brewery and Cidery
(photo credit CrokinoleCentre)

Group shot of all the US Open players at the Legion (photo credit CrokinoleCentre)

Extra Pint Crokinole Club was born.
As their love of the game grew, their
numbers did also, prompting them to move
to the local legion, creating a symbiotic
relationship where the club had access to
space, and the legion made beer sales...lots
of beer sales. Falling in love with crokinole,
the club was interested to see if there were
others in their corner of the country that
played the game, so they decided to run a
tournament to promote the game in the area
and attract fanatics from the surrounding
states and beyond. Not knowing what to
expect, they announced the 1st ever US
Open Crokinole tournament.
21 teams made up the field in Voorheesville,
NY; in addition to the local contingent,
players came from New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Ontario, and one team even
flew all the way in from Texas.
The round robin and initial playoffs during
the day were held at the Voorheesville
American Legion, and once the finals were
set, everybody moved to the Indian Ladder
Farms brewery to watch the finalists face
off. The finals were live broadcast onto a
large screen TV allowing at least 70 fans to
cheer on the duelling Canadian finalists.
The day started off with 2 groups, each
completing a 10 game round robin, and
also a few local twists. To decide who
would have hammer, the players would
complete a “volley” to the middle. This
consisted of a countdown leading to all
four players shooting at the middle at the
same time, where whoever came closest to
the middle earning the choice to have the
first or the last hammer.
Also, to add to the excitement of the
round robin, the tournament added four

“jackpots.” Players had the opportunity
to sign up for the jackpots ahead of time
(usually 1 or 2 dollars per category), and if
they were the first to complete the jackpot,
they would win the money. The jackpots
included first to score a 20 off of a disc in
the 5 (won by Brian “Lunchbox” Manaco),
first to get a triple take out (won by Jason
Beierling), first to get 4 consecutive 20s
in a round (won by Jeremy Tracey, who
got a perfect 6) and first teams to “shoot
the moon” which means to go around the
board 2 consecutive times with each player
hitting a 20 (won by Jason, Seth from
Bowling, Steve Douglas, and Steve Buck).
With 10 games played, the maximum
score would be 80 points, and incredibly
The Canadian Cue Balls (Jeremy Tracey
and Andrew Hutchinson) scored 78
points by only dropping one round. The
second highest score belonged to the other
Canadian team of Protractor and Angles
(Ray and Jason Beierling) finishing with
an impressive 71 points. The third place
finishers, from the local Extra Pint Club,
were The Kracken (Magic Mike and Upset
Chet) with 59 points. Just behind with 58,
and the highest finish among the Boston
contingent were Score Off That Braj (Will
Moore and Catherine Holland).
The round robin decided the seeding
for the single elimination portion of the
tournament, but all 21 teams had the
opportunity to participate.
The semifinals saw two Canadian teams
facing off against two teams from the local
Extra Pint Crokinole Club. And while The
Canadian Cue Balls were able to overcome
some early tight rounds to defeat Sinkin’
continued on next page...

and Drinkin’, the other match proved to be
the most entertaining of the tournament.
The World Champion Beierling brothers
of Protractor and Angles started with a hot
hand taking an early lead, but before long
both Magic Mike and Upset Chet caught
fire and before long they evened the first
to 7 match at a score of 6-6. By this time
the entire legion was surrounding the
board watching the tense deciding round
unfold. With the 20s even, a few pieces
on the board, and the Beierling’s hammer,
the roller coaster of a match finally ended
when Jason hit a peg to keep his shooter in
the 15 circle to tally just enough points on
the board to defeat the local challengers. So
the finals would see the 2 Canadian teams
face off, but before everybody moved

from the legion to the brewery, the 2
semi-finalists played for 3rd and 4th place.
Sinkin’ and Drinkin’ shot out to an early 40 lead, but The Kracken again came from
behind, this time pulling off the victory,
with an 8-4 win.
With that, the scene shifted to the beautiful
Indian Ladder Farms brewery. What to
many seemed like an inevitable match-up
was about to unfold in front of an eagerly
anticipating crowd.
Unfortunately for The Canadian Cue
Balls, the finals became a bit of a let down
after such an exciting semifinals match.
Although each round in of itself was
close, the Beierlings used their superior
20 shooting, composure, and experience to
dominate, winning the first 5 rounds of the

first to 11 match. Tracey and Hutchinson
avoided complete embarrassment by
winning the next round making the score
10-2, but any thought of a comeback was
trampled out as Protractor and Angles
took an early commanding lead in the
next round and cruised through to a 12-2
championship victory.
In true Extra Pint fashion, the champions
had one more obstacle to overcome. To truly
earn the first US Open Doubles Crokinole
Championship, the partners had to finish
32 ozs of the brewery’s famous IPA from
the Extra Pint’s soon to be famous Yard.
After a rousing round of Oh Canada, the
beautifully crafted trophy’s were handed
out and thus ushered in an evening of great
food, drink, and well, more crokinole!

Dear Ray, What is the Best Crokinole Club Ever?
From the Crokinole Depot Blog courtsey of
Ray Beierling

Recently I was asked which Crokinole
Club is the best? I replied by saying they
are all great. Anytime you have people
playing crokinole, it is going to be a good
time. The discussion moved along to other
things from there, but the question was
bouncing around in my head like a misplayed take out. My thought holder has got
the best of me again, and I need to try to
answer this slippery question properly and
hopefully with some statistical evidence
for validation.
There are great clubs everywhere and some
have been around for several decades.
Preston and St. Jacobs come to mind if
you are talking longevity. I heard the rumour more than once in the 90’s that if you
wanted to join the St. Jacobs club, you had
to put your name on the waiting list, fill in
as a spare whenever called upon, and wait
for someone to fall ill and/or pass on. They
had a club with an extremely large group of
faithful and loyal members. The Preston
club has been playing officially since 1933
and seems to be still going strong. While
both these clubs have had some of the best
individual players over the years, there
was no way to determine which club was
the best. That was until in 1993 when the
Joseph Schneider Haus (JSH) Museum in
Kitchener Ontario hosted the first annual
Crokinole Team event. The event placed
4 team or club members up against several other clubs in a round robin singles

format. Since inception, 3 teams, including St. Jacobs, Cameron Heights Teachers and Varna, have dominated the event.
Naturally, this is the first place to look to
determine which club is the best of all time.
The event was won by Cameron Heights or
St. Jacobs for the first 14 out of 15 years.
In that span Cameron Heights won 8 times
and St. Jacobs won 6. No other team had
anywhere near the depth that those two
groups had. Varna, Preston, Mannheim
and any other club that entered, were all
fighting for 3rd place. So the group has
been narrowed down to two clubs and the
problem deciding between the two is that
outside the JSH Event, up until 1999, there
was only one other regular tournament happening that I am aware of. The annual St.
Jacobs Tournament was being dominated
by Joe Fulop, the Cameron Heights Teachers rarely attended, and since I do not have
much detailed documentation on it, it is of
little value determining which club is the
best.
Before I go any further, there are two side
notes to be aware of. Both St. Jacobs’s and
Cameron Heights Teachers played doubles
in their clubs pretty much all the time, and
Cameron Heights played with a couple of
different rules. More specifically, they had
a differing free or open shot rule and had
to hit the opposing disc directly with their
shooter, among other slight variations. In
my opinion, these rules put Cameron
Heights at a disadvantage when it came to
playing at events they were not hosting.

Fortunately in 1999, the World Crokinole
Championship (WCC) begins. The event
attracted attention from around the world,
but obviously, highlighted local talent.
Most of the best players show up and the
results from the JSH and the WCC together
will help determine possibly the best
crokinole club ever.
From 2000-2005 the Cameron Heights
Teachers won the JSH Event 5 of 6 years.
At the WCC, from 2000-2006 in Doubles
play, they amassed a total of 9 top 4 finishes by 6 different players including 4
consecutive wins from 2002-2005, by 3
separate pairings. This time frame also saw
3 top 4 finishes in the WCC Singles event,
and 12 top 16 finishes by 7 unique players.
To top it off, they even added a 20s title
in 2004, when Jarmo Puiras dumped in a
record 108 20’s which would stand for 7
years before being eclipsed in 2012.
Therefore, by examining any 5-6 year window since 1999, I subjectively conclude, by
the JSH and WCC results, the fact that they
played by different rules and still dominated (especially in doubles play), and had the
club depth that they did, that the Cameron
Heights Teachers of 2000-2006 is one of, if
not the best Crokinole Club ever.
In case you are wondering, some of the
names in this club included, Paul Hartman,
Barry Kiggins, Julie Neeb, Mark Seupersaud, Jarmo Puiras, Elvis Husic, Tony
Snyder, and some guy named Jon Conrad.
I know there were more, but this was the
main group.

If you would like to have your crokinole club or tournament profiled please submit
background information, results or other interesting facts to jason@crokinoledepot.com

Hutchinson Leads Waterloo to 2nd Haus Victory
From CrokinoleCentre, April 2019 courtesy
of Nathan Walsh

Seven teams piled into the cozy atmosphere
of the Schneider Haus National Historic
site in Kitchener for the 27th edition of the
Schneider Haus Team Tournament.
The 2019 event saw 3 new teams:
Teeswater, Niagara, and the scintillatinglynamed “King Street Quartet” that was
the moniker for the 4 individuals who
are active participants in two different
crokinole clubs located on King Street in
the Waterloo region.
Also in action was team Golden Horseshoe,
making their second appearance at the
event, team Waterloo making their 10th
appearance, and the combined team of
London/Scone (London made their debut
in 2008, and Scone followed in 2015).
Lastly, the St. Jacobs crokinole club
rounded out the field, appearing for the
27th straight year, and now becoming the
only club to have perfect attendance at
the event. That honour used to be shared
with the Preston and Varna clubs, whose
inaction this year has broken that streak.
However, the Preston Club continues to the
honoured in the annals of crokinole history,
most likely thanks to Wayne Kelly’s best
selling crokinole book that, among other
things, detailed the club’s long history.
The Preston club’s rule set from 1942, as
well as a picture of the club from 1953,
is displayed prominently at the Schneider
Haus museum next to the world’s oldest
crokinole board.
Getting down to the crokinole action, the
expected battle for team supremacy was
between Waterloo, attempting to defend
their title first earned last year, and St.
Jacobs, looking to get back on top for the
first time since 2015.
At the halfway point (12 games) the
Waterloo-St. Jacobs battle was clearly
coming to fruition. Andrew Hutchinson
and Roy Campbell led their respective
teams with identical scores of 70 points,
with Reid and Jeremy Tracey also trading
off identical scores sitting tied for 3rd.
Waterloo carried a slim 7 point margin
into the lunch break, most of which was
spent enjoying the kind offerings of the
Schneider Haus staff.
The battle for the individual title began

Andrew Hutchinson gets his first place prize (photo credit CrokinoleCentre)

to tilt towards Hutchinson in afternoon,
especially after Dwayne Campbell scored
an 8-0 drubbing over Roy Campbell
(namesakes, but no relation) in game
14 of 24. That was until the 16th game
that saw Hutchinson and Roy Campbell
finally meet, where Campbell closed the
gap almost entirely with a 7-1 victory.
Following the game, Hutchinson still led
with 91 points, but Campbell was right
behind at 90, with 8 games to play.
Dramatically and spectacularly, Hutchinson
was unperturbed by the loss, and rattled
off the next 18 rounds in a row without
dropping a point. He ended the day with
57 out of a possible 64 points in his final
8 games, reclaiming an adequate
advantage over Campbell for the
Rank
individual title.
1
Shifting slightly lower down the
2
rankings table, for the purposes 3
of excitement, it would be fun to 4
say that the afternoon saw some 5
players falter, and others charge 6
to the finish. However, that was 7
not the case, and in an impressive 8
show of consistency, the rankings 9
from the halfway point remained 10

the exact same at the end of the day.Status
quo was exactly what the Waterloo team
was hoping for, and the final results show
that they were able to ultimately extend
their advantage over St. Jacobs to 20
points, and successfully defend their
Schneider Haus title. Interestingly the St.
Jacobs club did triumph over Waterloo in
their head-to-head matches, taking a 6761 point edge.
It was a fine showing from the Niagara
club, who debuted at the event and took
the 4th place spot. The 3rd place finish
was the highest ever for team Scone,
and also a pretty respectable finish for
London.
Joseph Schnieder Haus Top 10
Name
Club
Andrew HutchinsonWaterloo
Roy Campbell
St. Jacobs
Jeremy Tracey
Waterloo
Reid Tracey
St. Jacobs
Nathan Walsh
Waterloo
Jon Conrad
St. Jacobs
Jason Beierling
Waterloo
Dwayne Campbell London/Scone
Fred Slater
St. Jacobs
Andrew Korchok Niagara

If you are looking for tournament information, results, local crokinole clubs or upcoming crokinole events
please check out the National Crokinole Association website: www.nationalcrokinoleassociation.com

Points
148
139
136
133
127
125
123
112
111
106

Slater Wins 2018-2019 NCA Tour Title
From CrokinoleCentre, May 2019 courtesy
of Nathan Walsh

Nathan Walsh presents the NCA trophy to
Justin Slater (photo credit CrokinoleCentre)

As was reported after the London event,
Justin Slater had already clinched the
2018-2019 NCA Tour title, taking away
from some of the dramatics that can occur
at the NCA Finale.
All that remained in the final event was
the question marks around who else would
be on the NCA podium. Roy Campbell
equalled his best ever Tour finish with a 5th
place at 186 points, resulting from runnerup finishes at the Turtle Island, Hamilton,
and WCC doubles events, as well as a
3rd place finish at the Ontario Doubles.
Andrew Hutchinson had by far his best
ever year, and was the only player to finish
in the Top 5 in every event he played this
season. In fact, he made the Top 4 of every
event except for a 5th place finish at the
WCC singles, which resulted in his first 2
NCA tournament victories. He’d finish the
Tour ranked in 4th with 190 points.
Jason Beierling finished on the NCA
podium for the first time with a 3rd place
finish at 190 points (but the tiebreaker
edge over Andrew Hutchinson), while
Ray Beierling was 2nd at 192 points for
his 9th Top 3 finish on the NCA Tour.
The Beierling brothers greatly contributed

to each others scores after sharing two
doubles victories. They also both earned
a runner up finish at a singles event, while
the only difference in the two players
rankings came as a result of Ray defeating
Jason at the 3rd place game of the singles
event at the World Championships.
The 2018-2019 NCA title is Justin Slater’s
record-extending 5th Tour Championship
and third consecutively. Still just 4 players
have won the NCA Tour (Slater, Brian
Cook, Ray Beierling and Jon Conrad).
The only blemishes on Slater’s results this
season came from the World Championship
and Ontario Doubles tournaments, and his
6th place finish in St. Jacobs. Otherwise,
he earned a maximum Tour score of 200
points thanks to his 4 victories in Belleville,
Turtle Island, Hamilton and at the World
Championships singles events.
The 2018-2019 NCA Tour is now finished,
but one more tournament remains before
players break for the summer. And that
event is of course the 21st edition of
the World Crokinole Championships in
Tavistock, which also marks the beginning
of the 2019-2020 National Crokinole
Association Tour.

Block 3 Brewery Hosts Second Annual Tournament
Submitted by: Jason Beierling

For the second year, the popular St.
Jacob’s Block 3 brewery hosted it’s annual
crokinole tournament. With 13 teams in
attendence and 6 boards, the prelimany
rounds went by quickly narrowing the field
down to a final 8.
The three pool winners and top seeds
going into the final 8 single elimination
were:“The Raulers” “Team England”
and “Brothers Grim”
Second place
teams included “Dynamic Duo” “Flick
in the Hole” and “Fourty North.” Teams
“Prodigy” and “Hammer Time” qualified
as the wild cards to round out the top 8.
After a few drink refills the first to 7 points
quarter finals began. The only quarter final
upset came from team Prodigy, consisting
of both the youngest and oldest competitors
(grandfather- grand daughter team) defeat
The top seeded Raulers. Team Englad,
Brothers Grim and Flick in the Hole also
moved on to the final four.

Winners (left): Team England (Mark Boot and Simon Dowrick, 2nd Place (right): Brothers Grim

In semi-final action team Brothers Grim
proved to be too much for team Prodigy
and a few mintues later Team England had
defeated the Flick in the Hole.
In the final match, Team England got off
to a 4-0 lead, but Brothers Grim bounced
back and after 4 rounds the game was tied

at 4-4. Leading 6-4, Team Englad with
hammer had a shot to win the game, after
much discussion the shot was attempted
and missed. The missed shot forced the
game to a 6-6 tie and a final 7th round. In
the end team England stole the final round
to win the tournament.

Crokinole boards are being found in more and more breweries across North America. Do you have friends that say they don’t
want to play crokinole? Do they like craft beer? Find a brewery with a board, or bring your board and some craft beer to your
friends. They might enjoy more crokinole more than they thought.

CrokinoleCentre

The worlds largest and most up to date online crokinole
blog is CrokinoleCentre updated several times a month
by Nathan Walsh. Nathan says, “CrokinoleCentre was
created to capture the competitive crokinole scene. It is
hoped that Crokinole Centre will help stimulate interest
in the competitive side of crokinole, and bring the game
to the next level.”
If you have a crokinole story, club, or tournament to
share, let CrokinoleCentre know. Several of the articles
in this newsletter are compliments of Nathan Walsh. You
can also see to see the latest in videos including play by
play commentary on tournament playoff games.

Follow Nathan on Twitter
@CrokinoleCentre
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Crokicurl?

The Forks, in Winnipeg Manitoba, is home to Crokicurl.
Crokicurl is the brainchild of Public City Architecture,
and combines two iconic Canadian pastimes: crokinole
and curling, to become an exciting new outdoor sport for
all ages. After its debut in Winnipeg in 2017, Crokicurl
rinks popped up across the country, including Alberta,
Ontario, Saskatchewan and Yukon.
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Crokinole
Depot.com

Your online source for Crokinole Boards, T-shirts and Accessories
Official distributor of World Crokinole Championship Merchandise
Visit Us Online Today at www.crokinoledepot.com

